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Annual AARWBA Breakfast At Indy
Saturday May 24th at 8 a.m.
In the Pavilion next to the golf course.
Contest winners will be announced.
The Angelo, Jigger and Russo awards will be presented.
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Matthew Brabham Selected to Receive 20th Gorsline Scholarship
Submitted by Judy Stropus

Brabham, 20, is part of the Brabham Family dynasty as
grandson of three-time Formula One champion Jack
Brabham, son of four-time IMSA GTP champion Geoff
Brabham and nephew of two-time ALMS LMP champion
David Brabham. With this scholarship he will work with
Dr. Jacques Dallaire, Director of Performance Prime, on
an individually-designed performance-enhancement program, and will benefit from a unique training program at
Jim Leo's PitFit Training - all courtesy of Gorsline Company.
The Gorsline Scholarship is presented by Gorsline Company, of Rochester, N.Y., the leader in high-risk motorsports insurance. It recognizes aspiring drivers by
providing programs with tools that will assist them in developing skills on and off the track to help attain their professional goals.
Two other young drivers were also considered for the
Scholarship: Sean Rayhall, 19, of Winston, Ga., and
Madison Snow, 18, of Lehi, Utah.
"At such a young age, Matthew is already an accomplished racer," said Gorsline, principal of Gorsline Company. "All three of the candidates for the 20th Gorsline
Scholarship are worthy recipients. It was a tough decision, but we selected Matthew. We're confident he'll benefit from the performance-enhancement and fitness
training programs that Dallaire and Leo will provide as he
progresses in his racing career."
"I'm absolutely honored and it really means a lot to me,
for sure," said Matthew, who will begin his 2014 racing
season at the Firestone Grand Prix of St. Petersburg
(Fla.) on March 28-30, driving for Andretti Autsport in Indy Lights. "I've known John Gorsline for a while now,
through my father, and to have my name on the list with
previous recipients with such outstanding pedigrees is
really, really cool and special. I've worked with Jim Leo
and Jacques Dallaire before and they are such massive
influences, especially in American motorsports. So, to be
on board with them helping me through this really, really
important time of my career is going to be huge. I'm really looking forward to meeting with them and working with
these programs to help me succeed in my racing career."
Brabham began racing karts at age 7 in Australia, winning 46 races including the 2004 NWS "Midget" State
title and the 2007 QLD "Rookie" State title, before moving up to the Jr National Light class. In 2008 he won both
the NSW and QLD State Jr National Light titles and in
2009 the Jr Rotax Young Guns title. He then switched to
Formula Ford, finishing second once and third once in
the Victorian State series and was selected to join the
CAMS Rising Star program for 2010. He competed in the
Victorian Formula Ford State Series in 2011 and in the
Australian National Championship, winning eight State
races and two National races. The following two years

David Brabham, Geoff Brabham, John Gorsline, Matthew Brabham.
Photo credit: Brandon Howard, Highlands Today.

saw him become the 2012 USF2000 Series Champion and
Rookie of the Year, with four wins, three track records and six
poles, and the 2013 Pro Mazda Series Champion and Rookie
of the Year, with 13 wins and 10 poles. He won the 2012 Team
USA scholarship to compete in three British Formula Renault
2.0 races, and was awarded BRDC Rising Star membership in
2013 and 2014. He wiil race for Andretti Autosport in Indy
Lights in 2014, part of the Mazda Road to Indy Scholarship.
Previous recipients of the Gorsline Scholarship are:
2012 Ricky Stenhouse Jr. 2011 Conor Daly
2010 Josef Newgarden
2009 Joel Miller
2008 Dane Cameron
2007 JR Hildebrand
2006 Katherine Legge
2005 Colin Braun
2004 Ryan Lewis
2003 Rocky Moran Jr.
2002 Danica Patrick
2001 Patrick Long
2000 Bryan Sellers
1999 David Besnard
1998 Buddy Rice
1997 Butch Leitzinger
1996 Jerry Nadeau
1995 Anthony Lazzaro
1994 Bryan Herta
About Gorsline Company:
Gorsline Company, headquartered in Rochester, N.Y., pioneered the
business of providing insurance for high-risk professionals in the U.S.
The company specializes in providing racing drivers and team owners
creative, custom-designed insurance packages and estate planning
strategies. In addition to insuring top racing drivers in all U.S. racing
series for over 45 years, the company has been instrumental in structuring successful Performance Bonus Packages for teams, tracks and
series. Dedicated to the motorsports community,
Gorsline Company has awarded the Gorsline Company scholarship
since 1994 to talented up-and-coming drivers, as well as the Walter
Mitty Award to the vintage driver who demonstrates the sportsmanship
of the committed "gentleman vintage driver." Gorsline Company also
supports the Bob Snodgrass Award, given to the TUDOR United
SportsCar Racing Championship team owner and/or manager who
shares the professionalism and dedication of the late Bob Snodgrass.
Company principal John Gorsline has also been frequently mentioned
in articles in the New York Times, USA Today and numerous motorsports publications. He is also a member of the Road Racing Drivers
Club, the Automobile Club of Monaco, the Automobile Club de l'Ouest,
and the Goodwood Road Racing Club.
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Matthew Brabham, of Indianapolis and Gold Coast Australia, was presented the 20th Gorsline Scholarship by
John Gorsline today at the Mobil 1 Twelve Hours of
Sebring fueled by Fresh From Florida.
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By Anne Proffit - Reprinted courtesy of www.motorsport.com

Is it time for me to cut Scot Elkins some slack after lambasting
him and IMSA following the Rolex 24 at Daytona? After all, it's a
tough job to make rules for a new series and to enforce them
properly, even with more than 18 months lead time.
Unfortunately for IMSA, officiating at the TUDOR United Sports
Car Championship race at Sebring turned out to be more of the
same slop as Daytona.
Balance of Performance dictates didn't get posted to teams until
the Friday night before race week, well after engine manufacturers had completed their preparations for the race and shipped
product to teams. In different categories, cars gained or lost
sonic restrictor sizes, gained or lost weight, had fuel cells made
larger or smaller, depending on the results after the Rolex 24 at
Daytona and an open test in Sebring. These BoP made for extra
work for the engineers, mechanics and fabricators, even as they
prepped for a pre-race test session - the day after rules were
posted.
Qualifying went to perfection for Daytona's winners, Action Express Racing's Corvette DP, thanks to an in-the-zone lap by the
remarkable Sebastien Bourdais. This despite the problems of
making it through the track's turn 5, which must have had some
debris on it - either that or every Prototype driver was really trying that hard! Photographing in the area, I saw most everyone
go off-circuit during the final, of four qualifying sessions that set
the grid for the 10:15AM Saturday start to the race.

It's easy to be a Monday morning quarterback but it's clear that mistakes were made - admitted by Elkins - so the hierarchy at IMSA needs
to have many meetings with its officials and get this mess straightened
out. Before Long Beach and certainly prior to the race at Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca in early May.
As a writer and photographer at races across this country and occasionally overseas, I've seen the best and worst of officiating. This group
is definitely overdoing it; it's my opinion that the best officials are those
that aren't seen or heard on a regular basis.
One official that's learning what it's like to be on the other side of the
fence in Beaux Barfield, chief steward for the Verizon IndyCar Series.
He was working at Daytona and Sebring as team strategist and got to
see the horror show from the pit/paddock perspective, rather than the
control tower. It would be interesting to ask Barfield if he's got a different perspective after these two races being on the other side of the
fence?

As it was, the first half of this traditional spring break party cum
race was a festival of caution periods. There were 11 full-course
yellows in 12 hours and a single red flag, removing at least five
hours of actual racing time from the docket.
With driving talents all over the map and 63 cars on the challenging, bumpy 3.74-mile Sebring circuit, a clean race was not
expected. But when the first PC car beached itself at the fifth
turn shortly after the start and an unnecessary full-course caution ensued, the die was cast.
So here we are, back to square one. No, I'm cutting Elkins, Paul Walter
and anyone else who'll admit they were part of race control for the Mobil 1 12 Hours of Sebring (presented by Fresh from Florida) any slack.

In its latest guise, IMSA decided to do away with American Le
Mans Series' (ALMS) dedicated safety team in favor of locals,
much like NASCAR does. It didn't work well at Daytona and it
certainly didn't work well here. A broken driveshaft that hit the
fuel line on the No. 33 GTD Viper, rending it an inferno during
the first hour took forever to be handled, with billowing black
smoke coating the air. The clean-up looked like amateur hour.
This is no way to produce a racing series, in my opinion.
Matteo Malucelli's return to circuit after a first-turn off destroyed
another one of Giuseppe Risi's Ferrari F458 Italia GTLM race
cars; his actions are ripe for probation at the very least - but IMSA hasn't seen fit to produce even a hand-slap as of yet. Not
good!
Much later in the event, poor Alex Job, one of the most honorable racers on this planet and marking a quarter-century of
Sebring entries, received a penalty for his No. 22 Porsche GTD
car that belonged to the [winning GTLM] Porsche, the No. 912
AND to its stablemate, the No. 911, for "avoidable contact" in
which the No. 22 was not involved. He bitched about it and Scot
Elkins said, "I'm sorry but there's nothing in the rules that allows
me to reverse that penalty." Horse manure.

It might have been fun for everyone watching (and certainly less expensive than this endeavor has been to date for teams) to have all cars run
to their 2013 ALMS and/or Grand-Am rules in the first three races, the
24-hour race at Daytona, the 12-hour contest on Sebring's former airport runways and the sprint race scheduled next month for the city
streets at Long Beach.That way Elkins and his cohorts would have
known and understood how these cars race together and made calculated changes to their former sporting rules in order to have them interact in a more sensible fashion.
Changing rules on a minute-by-minute basis so close to race-dates,
failing to recognize the differences between a GTLM and GTD Porsche
during an event, casting away a great safety team to use untrained and
inexperienced local responders, calling full-course cautions when a
waving yellow at an incident scene would suffice - all of these travesties
and more are why I'm disappointed with the first two races I've worked.
I'm hoping for better at Long Beach, but then, I'm a hopeless optimist.
One other thing: half a week after the race, IMSA still hasn't produced
an official box score for the race. They didn't have one for Daytona
(held January 25-26) until February 8th. Even NASCAR posts official
box scores a day or two following competition. What's the problem?
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I've had to think about this a few days and take it in. The 62nd
Mobil 1 12 Hours of Sebring seemed less a sporting endeavor
than a war of wills (without a winner) and I'm not exactly certain
how to react to it yet.

Gary Bettenhausen
November 18, 1941 – March 16, 2014

Jan Shaffer Remembers
Gary Bettenhausen
The news of Gary Bettenhausen’s passing ran like a
shot through me. I first met
Gary when he was driving a
midget at Fairbury, Ill. His
brother, Merle, was also racing and their younger brother,
Tony, was with them.

A statement from Indianapolis Motor Speedway President J. Douglas Boles about the death of driver Gary
Bettenhausen:

That was almost 50 years ago.
I could talk about his winning, but all of that has
already been said. But I’d rather talk about his
drive, his pride in family, what kind of guy he was,
much of what has not been said.
Thoughts, as they come to me…….
I was working an ARCA race at Atlanta and Gary
was driving a stock car. He walked up to driver introductions and said his sons had been honored at
Purdue, with tears of pride in his eyes.
I remember the night at Eldora when he bet another competitor he could go around the high-banked
half-mile oval without lifting in a sprinter. In qualifying, he pitched the car sideways about 2/3 of the
way down the straights…and never lifted.
He was always on the attack at Indy, the new leader of a famous racing family. He was paired with
Nelson Piquet on the Menard team one year and
the big talk around Gasoline Alley was how the
grizzled sprint-car veteran would get along with the
foreign Formula One champion. Both of them
fooled everybody. Piquet invited Gary and his wife
on to his yacht once and used to call each Christmas. They instantly became fine friends.
The loss of his brother Tony in a plane crash hurt
deeply. He was grief-stricken and frustrated because he had cautioned his younger brother about
weather.
And finally, there was his arm, injured in a racing
accident. Gary guarded its uselessness as casually
as he could. Truth be told, he drove every race after incurring that accident with one arm, doing better with one than most drivers with two.
“Schmuck” was one of the last of the true, bit-inthe-mouth dirt-track racers who made it. We may
not see any more like him.

“Gary Bettenhausen was the perfect definition of a race
car driver of his time. He raced successfully in many
types of cars, on every type of track, and he possessed a
work ethic that earned him rides based on his ability and
his competitive nature. Gary will best be remembered by
Indianapolis Motor Speedway fans for the manner in
which he carried the Bettenhausen family’s passion for
the Indianapolis 500 and how he drove every lap at the
limit when he was competing at IMS. Our thoughts and
prayers are with Gary’s wife, his family, and his friends.”
Bettenhausen, 72, competed in twenty-one Indianapolis
500s between 1968 and1993. His best finished was 3rd
in 1980. Bettenhausen led 138 laps during the 1972 Indianapolis 500 and was the fastest qualifier for the 1991
Indianapolis 500.

Victory Junction's COO, Austin Petty, makes a
statement on the passing of his grandmother,
Lynda Petty, wife of Richard Petty
"We have lost my grandmother, but my family and our Victory Junction family are grateful to have had her love and wisdom for so many
years. It was no secret that she was the cornerstone of the Petty family; a woman of humility and extraordinary strength. While we mourn
her death, we also celebrate her life and the profound impact she had
on those who knew her. The pride she had in her children, her grandchildren and her great-grandchildren was shared with us through her
unconditional love. Her strong example of leadership outside of her
home was most recently acknowledged by the Association of
Fundraising Professionals when she, along with my grandfather, was
honored with the Lifetime Achievement in Philanthropy Award for her
personal commitment to seriously ill children and to our American
troops. We honor my grandmother's legacy of inspiration and
enduring love at Victory Junction today and always."
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IMS Statement on the Passing
Of Gary Bettenhausen

AMAZING RACE HOST TO BE CHALLENGED IN PRO/CELEB
by Kay Presto, www.carsandcompetion.com

The challenges the teams must undergo on that show are
truly extreme – from rappelling down very high buildings,
working with an elephant to load logs on a truck, learning
to duplicate strange tribal dances, figuring out a complex
travel puzzle, and much more, to receive their next clue to
continue the race.
“As you know, my book, 'No Opportunity Wasted,' Keoghan said, “is all about encouraging people to write a list
about things to do in their life, and to get out and change
their life, and so knowing that the people on “Amazing
Race” are essentially doing things that they would never
even dream of, I think it truly does change their lives. In
fact, I know it does, because I stay in touch with a lot of
them. Once they have been on the Race, they never live
their lives the same way again.

Photo by Marilyn Nepkie
During a break in the testing of Toyota Scions for the upcoming Pro/Celebrity Race to be held in Long Beach,
California on Saturday, April 12, Phil Keoghan, host of
the television reality show “The Amazing Race,” paused
to answer a few questions about his program that airs on
Sunday nights.
“”it’s a life-changing opportunity for a lot of people, and I
think that’s one of the reasons it has had such longevity,”
he said of the show that debuted in 2001. “We really do
give something to those people who take part in the
show; it is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.”
Keoghan says he was lucky to grow up with parents who
began traveling with him at the early age of three.
“They’re the ones responsible for giving me the travel
bug,” he said, “and being part of “Amazing Race” is really
an extension of my life growing up traveling. If there are
two things I love in life, they are people and travel, and
“Amazing Race” is all about that. I’m very lucky that I’m
one of those people who gets to travel around the world
and share it not only with the audience, but also the
teams."
And how difficult is it to eliminate people from the race,
especially when they are competing for the chance to
win $1 million dollars? “It’s hard to eliminate them,” he
said, “although I'll be totally honest with you, there are
some times when I've been quite happy to be eliminating
some of the teams, but for the most part, it is very difficult. You are killing a dream for them, you are killing an
opportunity to see the rest of the world, and that is hard
for them.”
This past Sunday, Luke, who is deaf, and his mother
were the team that was eliminated. “That was very hard,”
Keoghan said, “but what I love about the race, it is a
show that has an incredibly diverse cast, and we can
have somebody like Luke on the show. We’ve had a
double amputee before, and diabetics. I don’t know if
there is another show that has such a diverse cast –
from a small person, black, white, straight, not straight,

“It not only inspires the teams, it inspires the audience
who is watching, because it doesn’t matter how big your
adventure is, it’s really your own personal experience,
meaning ‘Are you pushing yourself beyond your comfort
zone that you would normally do?’
"To one person, talking to another person in an elevator
may be really challenging for them, somebody going for a
walk around Central Park might find that's really challenging for them, for somebody else, it might be climbing Mt.
Everest. It’s all about the individual, so I’m constantly challenging people to push – to try to do more — with the gift
of life.”
Keoghan sums it up this way. “A person never knows
when they will have a new opportunity in life, and if they
don’t take it and open themselves up to another world,
they would miss many new opportunities to experience
more in life.
Life is all about opportunity, and opportunity is always out
there.”
Just then, the call came for all the celebrities to go to their
cars for their next on-track session, and Keoghan was off
to partake in a new and wonderful opportunity of his own.
His new personal challenge will be racing for the first time
-- at high speeds -- within a racetrack where he can possibly crash hard into solid concrete walls.
When he races on Saturday, he will be helping to raise
money for ill children. Via the Pro/Celebrity races, Toyota
has donated $2 million dollars to Racing for Kids, which
helps two children's hospitals. As a person who has
helped many charities in his own lifetime, Keoghan welcomed his chance to add to that sum. Donning his helmet,
he climbed into his Toyota Scion, and was off to practice.
On Saturday, for ten hectic laps racing against nineteen
others just as eager to win, Keoghan will definitely be forcing himself out of his very own comfort zone.
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big, tall, short, overweight, fit, strong, some who have traveled, and some who have never traveled.”

Your AARWBA Leadership Team

Photos by Dusty Brandel

President & Executive Director Norma "Dusty" Brandel
Women's Editor, Racing Information
Service
Photo-Journalist, RIS - News
Vice President Kathy Seymour
Photographer, Racing Information
Service RIS - News

Kay Presto, and new member Norm DeWitt, interview
2014 Olympic Bronze Medalist winner Bode Miller.
Miller was the Honorary Starter for the NASCAR Auto
Club 400 at Auto Club Speedway in Fontana.

Treasurer Rhonda Williams
Journalist - Williams Report

Midwest Vice President Nick Dettmann
Sports writer, West Bend Daily News

Southern Vice President Joe Jennings
Photo-journalist, Midwest Racing News
Young California phenom Kyle Larson beams after
winning the NASCAR Nationwide treatmyclot.com 300
at Auto Club 300 Speedway.

Eastern Vice President John Bryant
Journalist - Nazareth-Racecam

Western Vice President Ray Sotero
Motorsports Columnist, Gannett News
Service

The winning Team, (L-R) Dave Rogers, Crew Chief;
driver Kyle Busch, and Joe Gibbs, the car owner of the
Interstate Batteries Toyota. Kyle Busch battled with Kyle
Larson and brother Kurt Busch to win the NASCAR
Auto Club 400 at Auto Club Speedway.

Secretary Patrick Reynolds
Writer, Motor Week Live
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NASCAR Auto Club Speedway Photos-

Road Racing Returns To Thompson in 2014
Excerpts from an interview by Andrew S. Hartwell
that appeared on www.ashautomobilia.com
course was very much a part of the formative years of sports
car racing in the USA.
With the advent of other road courses in the greater New England area, the SCCA would come to use the facility to hold time
trials and Gymkhanas over the later years. In time, the Thompson road course itself simply 'went away' as an active race
track, with the Hoenig family placing a greater emphasis on NASCAR short track races as well as midget racing on the ovals.
Once the road course fell into disuse, sections of the road
course roadway were used as access roads and have remained in such use for decades.
Beginning back before the start of World War II, auto racing has taken place in the Northeast corner of the state
of Connecticut every year, thanks to a man determined
to make something permanent out of a temporary disaster. Now, after nearly 75 years in operation, the still family-owned Thompson Speedway Motorsports Park, long
time home to NASCAR oval racing, is bringing back an
element of track action not seen at this facility in over 40
years.
After a devastating hurricane - referred to as the 'Long
Island Express' - passed through Thompson, Connecticut in 1938, farmer John Hoening decided to build a
dream. He cleared the storm-ravaged land on his farm
and created the first asphalt oval racetrack in the nation.
He called his new racing facility the 'Thompson Super
Speedway'.
In that 70 plus years of operation, there was, for a short
period of time - from about 1952 to the mid 1970's - a
road course on the grounds. It was home to amateur
road racing, where sports cars ran in place of midgets
and stock cars. Of course, all road racing in the beginning (generally considered as starting in 1948 - see Watkins Glen, Road America, Bridgehampton and other
places where racing was done on public roads until the
early 1950s) was considered 'amateur' because the
sanctioning bodies, most notably the Sports Car Club of
America (SCCA), frowned upon paying drivers to drive or
on giving race winners prize money. As time passed, it
also became clear that racing on the streets would have
to give way to a safer, more controllable environment.

Josh Vanada is the General Manager of the Thompson Speedway Motorsports Park. His role has him overseeing the day to
day operations of the facility, "I am responsible for the ovals,
the renovated road course, track rentals, the autocross area
and so on." Vanada told us. That role is presently expanding in
concert with the number of improvements currently being made
to the circuit grounds
"The facility will be 75 years old in 2015." Vanada continued.
"There have been three different versions of the road course in
that time. We actually were the first purpose-built road racing
course in the United States (1952, preceding the circuits we
mentioned by five years). Our stock car and our early road racing history is rich and for 2014 and forward, our focus is on
bringing both grassroots motorsports back to Thompson
Speedway Motorsports Park. This is in addition to our continued participation in the NASCAR Whelen Series and our other
oval track activities."
Vanada noted that the rebirth of the road course will come with
some updates to the original course layout. "The road course
we are reopening is, for the most part, true to the prior design
but there are some variations we are building in." Vanada said.
"It has been nearly 40 years since we ran on that course and
the road course market has expanded and continues to show
growth, and the oval racing market has changed, so now is the
right time to reintroduce the road course. We wanted to diversify our operations and we feel this will broaden what we can offer the entire motorsports community. We felt that with a rich
history of road racing it made sense to capture that history with
the rebirth of the road course and sports car racing."

Ultimately purpose-built circuits like Lime Rock Park,
Bridgehampton, Road America and Virginia International
Raceway would emerge towards the end of the 50's decade. Thompson Speedway Motorsports Park was one
such location and was, in fact, the first to debut, five
years before the rest. Thompson hosted SCCA races for
a number of years, when organized American road racing was still in its infancy, but, while the other tracks we
noted all went on to host major professional racing series, such as the Trans-Am, Can-Am and USRRC,
Thompson never became host to such vaunted pro road
racing events. But everyone has to start somewhere and
the people who raced at Thompson in the early years,
many of them at least, would go on to become paid professional racers. Without question the Thompson road
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New England area based fans of vintage and club level
sports car racing will have something new to enjoy in
2014.

Road Racing Returns To Thompson in 2014
While the professional road racing series of years ago
did not visit Thompson, Vanada told us that at least one
pro series is slated to hold an event weekend on the new
course this year. Vanada: "The focus for us is really on
grassroots motorsports. SCCA club racing and the like,
but we are looking to dabble into a pro race series this
year with the Formula Atlantic Championship Series We
want to make that the kind of event that we can showcase and offer to race fans."
Another variant offering to be featured at TSMP in 2014
is the circuit's first-ever Vintage Road Racing event. The
Vintage Sports Car Club of America (VSCCA) and the
Vintage Racing Group (VRG) will be racing member's
vintage cars the weekend of June 27 - 29. "It is pretty
special for us to not only host this first vintage road racing event," said Vanada, "but to have the two vintage
groups come together at the same time, at our track. We
also know that many of the vintage race cars in these
two groups have raced at TSMP before, which is pretty
cool."
Vanada sees this first vintage event as the inaugural
weekend for what he hopes will repeat every year. "We
are hoping this will become an annual tradition for us.
That is the direction we are headed. We are putting a lot
of time and effort into that event and we are all really
looking forward to it. Both vintage groups have been
great to work with and we think it is the perfect way to
reopen our historic road course with many of the cars
that made history there in the first place."
Race fans know all about the other road racing circuit in
Connecticut, Lime Rock Park. LRP has been holding an
annual 'Historics' event on Labor Day weekend for several decades now. We wondered if Vanada saw the TSMP
event to be of a similar design and construction. "In
broad strokes I expect our vintage event will be similar
but I feel confident we will be able to put our own character, our own stamp on it." Vanada said.
As the construction activity winds down, Vanada is eagerly looking forward to the new season. "Our oval racing
season will start in about two weeks. Road course activity will follow in June, with the vintage event. The phases
of construction that affected the oval track (the road
course uses a section of the oval) were addressed earliest so as not to delay our opening of that area of the facility."

From the TSMP website:
"The Hoenig family, which has owned Thompson Speedway
from the beginning, is committed to taking the facility to the next
level with the redevelopment project underway and slated for
completion in 2014. Thompson Speedway Motorsports Park will
offer a world class motorsports experience combining its 5/8
mile high banked oval, Quarter Midget facility and newly paved
multiple configuration 1.7 mile Road Course, Autocross and
Skid Pad testing area--encouraging the next generation of rising motorsports talent to get their start here at America's First in
Racing facility."
In addition to the restored road course, Vanada noted that several new structures were being erected to support the new expanded opportunities TSMP intends to provide. "We put up a
15,000 square foot garage building which is just about complete. We have also put up a brand new control tower."
With construction progressing nicely, and the return of the oval
racing season just around the corner, to be followed two
months later with the first vintage racing event ever at TSMP,
one can't but think Vanada and the Hoenig family are pleased
with what they have envisioned becoming closer to reality with
every passing day.
"I think what we are most proud of is that by restoring the road
course we are finally bringing all elements of our history back
together." Vanada said. "We are proud of the fact that we can
offer different forms of motorsports and become the premier
grassroots motorsports facility - oval and road course based - in
our region."
We look forward to attending that vintage festival in June and
we wish the Hoenig family another 70 plus years of racing success.
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American Auto Racing Writers & Broadcasters Association Inc.
922 North Pass Avenue, Burbank, CA 91505-2703
Phone: 818-842-7005
FAX: 818-842-7020
"Dedicated To Increasing Media Coverage of Motor Sports"
The AARWBA is the oldest and largest professional organization of its kind. Founded in 1955 in
Indianapolis, it has grown to more than 400 members throughout the United States, Canada and Europe.
Each year the AARWBA members select a 14-driver All America Team from Open Wheel, Stock Car, Sports
Car, Drag Racing, Short Track, Touring Series and At Large championship categories. An annual banquet is
held to honor these drivers each January. AARWBA also sponsors several contests for its members and
established the “Legends in Racing” auto racing hall of fame.
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City:

State:

ZIP Code:

Phone:

E-Mail:

FAX:

Preferred Mailing Address:

HOME

OFFICE

(Please note that our newsletter, “ImPRESSions”, is sent via e-mail)

Preferred E-Mail Address For Newsletter:
MEMBERSHIP LEVEL
Media Professional ($45.00)
Signature of applicant:

Affiliate Member ($65.00)

Associate / Corporate ($300.00)
Date:

Active Media Member
Applicants for active media membership status must submit the following materials to the membership committee for consideration.
Materials must be submitted with your check.
ü A fully executed membership application. (This information will appear in the membership directory
unless you specify otherwise. Attach a note to this application if necessary.)
Your
ü Two 1" x 1.5" head shot pictures for use in the directory and for an I.D. badge.
ü Tear sheets or samples of work as follows:
Photo
§
Two published articles on the subject of auto racing in a publication of general
Should
circulation within the past year.
§
Photographs on auto racing appearing in two publications of general circulation or two
Be This
separate times in one publication, within the past year.
Size
§
One video or audio tape of any race broadcast where spectators attended and exhibited
the applicant's work within the past year.
§
One book on the subject of auto racing within the past year or three books on the
subject of auto racing, or one book contracted from any trade publisher for a book on auto racing
Affiliate Member
Open to public relations, team representatives, motorsports advertising personnel. Full voting rights and privileges except to hold office.
Associate/Corporate Membership
Open to any person, regardless of affiliation or professional orientation, who is interested in furthering the aims of the American Auto
Racing Writers & Broadcasters Association and/or motorsports in general. Corporate membership is Limited to three (3) non-voting
memberships for the $300 fee.

Mail completed application, photos, and your check to the address shown above.
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